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JURIS PART
I - CLAIMANT WAS NOT A STATE AGENT OF BONOORU

Respondent considers Claimant as merely a state agent of Bonooru and therefore argues

the Tribunal has no jurisdiction. In fact, Claimant was a commercial actor who acted on

its behalf  itself. Claimant’s investment was not attributable to State of  Bonooru.

While CEPTA provides no rules for attribution, under customary international law [ILC

Draft Articles, Articles 5 & 8] and interpretation of ICSID Convention [Broches test;

BUCG v. Yemen], the attribution of conduct of an entity to a state requires (1) effective

control and (2) governmental authority tests.

1. Claimant was not under effective control of  Stateof  Bonooru.

● State of Bonooru owned only 38% Claimant’s shares at maximum during the

investment time, not sufficient to control Claimant on majority vote rule;

● State of Bonooru could appoint only one over eight total directors, not sufficient

to control Claimant;

● The fact State of Bonooru increased its stake by 55% proves nothing as it

happened after the end of investment and the commence of proceedings [CSOB

v. Slovak].

2. Claimant’s investment was not an exercise of governmental authority, but merely

commercial activity. In determining that, the nature test is more significant than the

purpose test [CSOB v. Slovak].

● Respondent accepted Claimant’s investment through a tender and urge Claimant

to turn the investment into a profitable company. Respondent recognized both

commercial nature and purpose of  Claimant’s investment;

● Even if Claimant served Bonooru’s purpose, the nature of investment was

commercial (to gain profit). Claimant made the investment based on Phenac

International Airport advantage as a lucrative feature. A reasonable investor would

do the same to gain profits.



II - THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION

RATIONE PERSONAE

Even if Claimant acted just as a state agent, the investor party still has the legal standing

before the Tribunal. There are no grounds to deny ratione personae jurisdiction of the

Tribunal.

1. Respondent’s argument is based on rules of ICSID Convention or ICSID Additional

Facility Rules, but Respondent was estopped to object Tribunal jurisdiction on these

grounds (Estoppel principle).

● Respondent agreed to consider the submissions admissible under CEPTA

would be also automatically qualified under ICSID Convention and ICSID

Additional Facility Rules [CEPTA, Article 9.17].

2. All CEPTA, ICSID Additional Facility Rules, and ICSID Convention have no express

prohibitions on state agents.

● Definition of investors or nationals in all above treaties and rules allows both

natural person and legal person;

● No express limitation on whether the legal person is or is not a state agent.



III - AMICUS CURIAE SUBMISSION OUTSIDE OF DISPUTE

SHOULD BE REJECTED

The amicus curiae submissions shall ensure (1) within the scope of dispute to avoid

disrupting the proceedings, and (2) not unfairly prejudices Parties. [CEPTA, Article

9.19; UNCITRAL Transparency Rules, Article 4; ICSID Arbitration Rules, Article 41(3)].

1. The submission of  CRPU external advisors was notwithin the scope of  dispute.

● Parties disputed to Tribunal jurisdiction only on ratione personae ground, not ratione

legis. Scope of  dispute shall be determined only by submissions of  Parties;

● The submission relied on ratione legis jurisdiction because it objected to Claimant’s

investor standing based on the CEPTA purpose to eliminate bribery [CEPTA,

Preamble; VCLT, Article 31 interpreted];

● Tribunal also requested only jurisdictional objection on CEPTA Chapter 9 and

ICSID AF Rules.

2. The objection of Tribunal jurisdiction may be only submitted not later than Response

to Notice of Arbitration [ICSID Arbitration Rules, Article 45]. Admission of later

objection unfairly prejudices Claimant. Only Respondent should address jurisdictional

objection [UPS v. Canada].



IV - CBFI SUBMISSION CONSTITUTE NO CONFLICTS

Conflicts of interest only raise from a reasonable third person’s justifiable doubt [IBA

Guidelines, Article 2; applied analogy; Tribunal accepted]. CBFI has no significant

interest in the Parties or the outcome of the case. One member could not unilaterally

force CBFI to make a decision. Even the fact that Claimant is a CBFI member could not

constitute a lack of independence [Eli Lilly v. Canada], therefore, the mere fact a party in

interest is a member could also not constitute a lack of  independence [Fortiori].



MERITS PART

V - RESPONDENT’S MEASURES WERE

ARBITRARY OR DISCRIMINATORY

MEASURES
ALLEGED

VIOLATIONS

Investigated and imposed interim measures of  Competition
Commission of  Mekar (CCM).

ARBITRARY AND
DISCRIMINATORY
MEASURES

Ordered to force Caeli to price services on Mekar’s unstable
domestic currency.

Refused to update inflation rates periodically.

Refused to grant relief  to Caeli.

Obstructed resale of  Caeli’s share.

Unreasonable delay and premature rejection.
DENIAL OF

JUSTICEEnforced an award deemed corrupt and set aside by a

foreign court.

Table 1. List of  measures alleged to violate FET.

Respondent breached its obligation to provide fair and equitable treatment (FET) to

Claimant’s investment due to its repeatedly and intentionally arbitrary and discriminatory

measures [CEPTA, Article 9.9]. The reverse of all measures after Respondent acquired

the investment indicates the measures were in bad faith.

1. Claimant’s legitimate expectation of not facing negative effects due to its

membership in Moon Alliance was frustrated by arbitrary and discriminatory

measures.

● Claimant relied on that Moon Alliance membership is one reason why

Respondent chose Claimant’s bid to shape its business model; only within



Respondent’s compliance with Monopoly Act as prevailing regulatory framework

at the time of  investment [Duke Energy v. Ecuador];

● Although alone violation of Monopoly Act (domestic law) would not give breach

of international law, the measure to use Claimant’s Moon Alliance membership as

a ground to impose airfare caps frustrated Claimant’s legitimate expectation;

● Limiting the highest ticket price could not solve the problem of low prices,

therefore, was arbitrary as frustrating investor’s legitimate expectations without

serving any legitimate purpose [EDF v. Romania];

● The measure to prevent Claimant to resell Caeli’s shares discriminated against

based on its Moon Alliance membership. Respondent could not explain any

substantial difference between sales between Moon Alliance members and

between other companies. Treating differently similar cases without justification

constitutes discriminatory measures [Lemire v. Ukraine].

2. The measures to refuse Claimant’s relief and force Claimant of price in domestic

currency were arbitrary as not serving any legitimate purpose. Authors argued

hyperinflation could not be solved by governmental interference but by improving

human life including periodically update inflation rates [Huertas].

3. Combination of all measures constituted arbitrary because of putting undue burden on

Claimant [Greentech and Novenergia v. Italy]: Pricing in a deteriorating currency forced

Claimant to set a high price but Claimant was imposed a limitation of highest price

without inflation rate update. Claimant needed financial support but Respondent refused.

After failing, Claimant could not even resell its business to reserve its resource.

There are ways to achieve these public purposes without depriving Claimant of its

legitimate expectation to make profits.



VI - CLAIMANT WAS DENIAL OF JUSTICE

1. “Justice delayed is justice denied”. Unreasonable delay of urgent injunction (not

normal case) in one year constitutes a denial of  "access to justice" [Krederi v. Ukraine].

2. Only issuing an interim decision without proper hearing, judgment and appeal denied

Claimant’s right to be heard [Krederi v. Ukraine].

3. Failing to set aside a corrupted award would constitute a denial of justice [Rumeli v.

Kazakhstan]. Only justifiable doubt standard applied.

4. Only recognized awards were real awards. Enforcement without an award infringed

due process.



VII - FAIR MARKET VALUE (FMV) STANDARD SHALL BE APPLICABLE

1. Under customary international law shall be fair market value [ILC Draft Articles,

Article 31(1); Chorzów Factory case]. CEPTA standard should not be applicable in the

circumstance of a crisis country as market value compensation is unfairly much lower

than FMV compensation. Unfair compensation is in contrast to CEPTA objective to

induce investments [CEPTA, Article 1.3]

2. Even if CEPTA were applicable, Most Favourable Nations (MFN) clause allows

Claimant to get access to compensate under fair market value standard for Arrakis

investors [CEPTA, Article 9.7].

VIII - CLAIMANT’S BUSINESS MODEL DID NOT CAUSE DAMAGE

Respondent claimed that Claimant’s rapid expansion caused its own damage due to the

volatility of oil price. However, Claimant’s market advantage would allow it to defeat

competitors in the case of high oil prices. The consequence of business model was not

proven.


